The ACURA 65 machining
centres by HEDELIUS
are used to manufacture
parts including moulded
segments and cutting
elements.

HEDELIUS Tiltenta 7-2600
machining centres are used to
produce components for mould
blocks.

The Tiltenta 7-2600 is
integral to production at
SD Automotive. It is used to
process small spacers and
large components of up to
1,400 mm long and 300 kg
in weight.

The choice of SD Automotive: (from left to right) Ulrik Standfuß, Head of Operations, and Bardhyl Beqrama,
Head of the Machining Department, in front of the 5-axle Tiltenta 7 machining centre and the ACURA 65.
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“Three quarters of the added value of a car is
created by suppliers and service providers.
SD Automotive GmbH, founded in 1984, is
one such service provider. The expertise of
this company, based in Georgsmarienhütte
in Germany, ranges all the way from tool
and prototype construction to model and
car body construction, and the manufacture
of spare parts. In the 35 years since its
foundation, the medium-sized company,
which has 430 employees, has become one
of the leading suppliers in this field. It enjoys
a superb reputation among its clients, which
include many renowned international car
manufacturers and their suppliers. „We often
receive precisely defined specifications
from our clients, for instance for the
use of certain materials,“ explains Ulrik
Standfuß, who is in charge of operational
management at SD Automotive GmbH. In
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Greater output at higher
speed and precision

The parts also had to be machined in one
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zero-point clamping system. „With the zeropoint clamping system, we can simply leave
the vices on a plate, so that it only remains
to insert them into the clamping system.
This reduces our set-up times by quite a
way,“ says Bardhyl Beqrama, who is a fan
of the system.

Small spacers and large tool
elements
Both ACURA 65 machining centres, which
have X/Y/Z travels of 700 x 650 x 600
mm and a rotary tilt table, are used to

Fully satisfied with man and
machine
The flexibility aspect has even greater weight
when it comes to batch sizes. „We seldom
make duplicate products; almost all of our
output is one-off items. The throughput
times for workpieces are between five
minutes and several hours,“ says Beqrama.
„We handle a variety of materials, from
steel, tool steel, cast iron and aluminium to
plastics, even though we rarely work with
the latter.“
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of up to 2,500 kg, there‘s certainly plenty of
room for expansion.

